






0 SAFETY
0 CSA
0 MOCK DOT
0 SHOP EFFICENCY



0 The purpose is to simulate a DOT inspection.
0 Set expectations with drivers.
0 Better prepare drivers for inspections.

0 Quickly provide CDL and Medical card.

0 Coach drivers how to conduct themselves during an 
inspection.
0 Account for all safety equipment- fire extinguishers and 

triangles.

0 Emphasize the need to do quality Pre-Trip inspections.





0 Check operation of all safety devices.
0 Lane departure

0 Blocked cameras and disconnected speakers.
0 Check for proper alignment.

0 Adaptive cruise control
0 Damaged or unplugged.

0 SmartDrive
0 Check cameras for proper function and mounting.



0 Check Trucks and Trailers over for overall condition.
0 Check truck cab cleanliness.

0 Inspect for any contraband.
0 Look for any evidence for pets.

0 Check for any other company violations.
0 Take pictures and notify safety of any damage or 

potential policy violations.





0 Inspection lane promotes accountability to CSA.
0 Helps reduce most common violations.

0 Brakes (air system)
0 Lights
0 Tires

0 We can respond quickly to any new trends and be 
proactive.

0 We have good conversations with drivers on what 
violations we are experiencing. 

0 Drive home the benefit to quality pre-trips. 





0 Triage all equipment in the lane.
0 Create time stamped repair orders on arrival.

0 Most work is quantified immediately.

0 Prioritize workload and repairs with operations.
0 Light maintenance needs are handled quickly.
0 Reduces the amount of touches on equipment and 

contacts for drivers.



0 CSA SCORE – 31  Lowest in the company.
0 Very few recent violations.
0 The few violations we have had were very preventable.

0 Identified and fixed existing or new damage more 
quickly.
0 We see less damage now.

0 Accountability has improved greatly.
0 We replaced 28 tires a day VS. 18 previously.


